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Dear MIoD Community, 

I am proud to serve as the current Chairman of the Myanmar Institute of Directors, an 

organization I have been involved with since its inception. 

As the first independent, private sector-led organization to promote corporate governance 

standards and practices in Myanmar, the MIoD strives to be the leading institution serving 

companies and board directors on improving their skills and standards of governance.  The 

MIoD began with great momentum and all the elements for success - endorsement and 

support from key stakeholders, buy-in from pertinent institutions within the Public Sector 

Institution and top leaders in the business community.   

Recently, we have faced significant headwinds with the COVID-19 pandemic and changes in 

some of our key donor organisations.  The board, the members and the management team 

remain committed to the mission and vision of the MIoD and the institute continues to deliver 

relevant activities during this challenging period. 

Good governance is more important than ever with a challenging operating environment faced 

by many of the companies in Myanmar and the world, and we are delighted that the MIoD has 

become an integral part to provide the necessary thought-leadership and support to the 

Myanmar business community. 

I am looking forward to seeing you virtually at the Annual General Meeting. After this AGM, I 

will be stepping down as Chairman to give others an opportunity to lead this cornerstone 

institution and will look forward to continue contributing as a board member and supporter. 

Whether you are a member, a trainer, a patron, a donor, a volunteer, or fellow board member, 

I thank you for your service and support as we strive to provide the best support to Myanmar's 

public and private sectors by continuing to strengthen corporate governance in our country. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Aung Zaw Naing 

Chairman of MIoD 

 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
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Dear MIoD Community,   
 

I have had the privilege of serving as the CEO of the Myanmar Institute of Directors since July 

2020.  The impetus to put myself forward for this role stems from the fact that I would like to 

see this worthwhile initiative continue to take root and thrive in Myanmar’s corporate 

landscape, ensuring that the efforts of many persons and organisations are built upon.   

 

Upon joining I proposed to the board a 24-month work plan with an intensive first 6 

months focusing on the following key items: 

  

1. Organisational Strength & Sustainability  

a. Direction & Governance  

i.Finalise and agree strategy and business plan. Get Board and 

team buy-in.  

ii. Board elections - ensure MIoD governance is secure with a 

committed board.  

b. Financing  

i.Shore up funding and donor support.  

ii. Review and set budget: Work plan and budget projection for  

5-years.  Seek board approval.   

c. Team  

i.Review and build team: Assess team composition, right persons 

in right roles.  

d. Operations  

i.Review operational infrastructure and capabilities: Efficiency of 

team, efficiency of systems, appropriateness of office space.  

ii. Review standard operating procedures, standards of 

conduct, goals, and priorities: Amend and set new ones as 

required.  

  

2. Board Expertise & Professionalism  

a. Director Qualifications & Training  

i.Re-engage and re-energise cadre of trainers, assess trainer 

capacity and appetite to train.  Provide additional resources and 

refresher train-the-trainer sessions.  

ii. Course and curriculum: Review current courses and curriculum 

and develop where necessary to ensure alignment with goals and 

objectives  

b. Peer-to-peer Platform  

c. Board Consultation 

UPDATE FROM THE CEO 
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3. Thought Leadership & Advocacy  

a. Publications & Research  

i.Establish communication and publications plan and calendar  

ii. Initiate CG best practices sharing plan including identifying and 

building relationships with partner organisations  

b. CG Scorecard  

c. Capital Markets Development  

d. Policy & Reform Advocacy  

  

4. Ecosystem Building  

a. Government Sector  

i.Key departments and ministries - courtesy calls, reintroduce MIoD 

mission and strategy, reaffirm support.  

b. Donors and International Organisations  

i.Patron organisations and individuals - reintroduce MIoD mission 

and strategy.  Reaffirm support.  

c. Corporates  

i.To engage once product offerings are clear and agreed  

d. Wider Ecosystem  

i.Review member engagement  

ii. Establish events schedule  

 

One of the key actions undertaken was the review of the MIoD’s medium term strategy, which 

was formulated in a series of consultations and workshops with members, supporters, 

key stakeholders, and the board.  The discussions and the outcome can be read in detail 

further in this annual report.  

 

I am delighted to report that we were able to complete or initiate most of the action points 

despite the impacts of Covid-19. The institute has the following activities and 

achievements since its inception and particularly during this reporting period:  
 

Learning Series & Events  

 

The MIoD has graduated 5 cohort groups from our flagship Director Certification Program 

(DCP), totaling 147 certified directors and significantly enhancing the pool of well-qualified 

directors to serve on the boards of Myanmar companies. Despite the challenges of COVID-

19 enforced lockdown and social-distancing, MIoD delivered over 22 courses, 24 workshops 

and seminars on important governance topics. 

 

Noteworthy Activities 

 

The MIoD Member Update & Networking, a virtual member-only networking event with 

knowledge sharing sessions from MIoD board members and networking sessions through 

Zoom breakout rooms between members with each MIoD board members. MIoD together with 

IFC provided 3 Training of the Trainer sessions to refresh part of the MIoD board and trainer 

cadre. 
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Membership 

 

MIoD’s membership has gone from strength to strength and stands at 222 directors and  

C-level executives. We have recently enhanced benefits for Certified and Professional 

Members with no additional fees and created two new membership categories called 

Associate Membership and Corporate Membership. In order to ensure a high level 

of professionalism, we also now require Certified directors must attain a minimum of 8 CDE 

credits per year to maintain their status.   

 

Systems 

 

MIoD migrated our membership and events management to GlueUp, a CRM and Membership 

platform and started using a cloud-based software called QuickBooks and enhanced our 

online teaching capabilities with tools such as Zoom with breakout room and interactive polling 

and presentation platforms such as Mentimeter.   

 

Networks, Outreach and Publications 

 

MIoD started a monthly CG series with the Myanmar times and published a 

first column titled “Five Things You Should Know About Corporate Governance”. We also 

signed a number of memorandums of understanding with partner organsiations such as 

business chambers to jointly promote corporate governance in Myanmar and also initiated 

regular conversations and collaboration with other institutes of directors in the region.  

 

I am humbled to serve the institute as your current CEO and will also look forward to serving 

as a member and trainer for years to come.  We are facing challenging times and I firmly 

believe that a well-functioning and well-regarded MIoD strengthens Myanmar’s private sector, 

and therefore contributes to job-creation, economic and social development. To that end, I 

would like to thank our members, donors, supporters, trainers, partners, patrons, and our wider 

community for your continue support of the MIoD and especially to the board and the team for 

your dedication and hard work.  

 
  

 Yours sincerely,  

 

 

 

 

Thiri Thant Mon 

CEO of MIoD 
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The Myanmar Institute of Directors (MIoD) 

is an independent organisation promoting 

corporate governance standards and best 

practices in Myanmar. MIoD was registered 

as an association under the Myanmar 

Companies Act 2018 on 27th May 2018 and 

received Registration No. 117844943. 

Governed by a board of directors 

comprising both public and private sector 

representatives, the institute aims to 

advance board professionalism, promote 

business ethics and transparency, create 

networks between corporate leaders and 

stakeholders, and boost investor 

confidence in Myanmar’s private sector. 

Our board members are a diverse group of 

business leaders and advocates of good 

corporate governance in Myanmar. They 

include senior officials from key regulatory 

bodies such as the Directorate of 

Investment and Company Administration 

(DICA) and the Securities and Exchange 

Commission of Myanmar (SECM), as well 

as prominent company CEOs and heads of 

organisations representing market 

stakeholders. 

MIoD was formed with support from the 

International Finance Corporation (IFC), a 

sister organisation of the World Bank and a 

member of the World Bank Group, and the 

governments of Australia and the United 

Kingdom. It builds on the work initially 

carried out by the U.K.-Myanmar Financial 

Services Taskforce and the Myanmar 

Corporate Governance Initiative.

ABOUT THE MYANMAR INSTITUTE OF DIRECTORS 

 

      OUR VISION STATEMENT 

 

     OUR MISSION STATEMENT 

 

“ T 

“ 

T 
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To strengthen Myanmar by advancing 

the highest level of ethical values, 

corporate governance, and the 

professional development of directors. 

 

• To promote excellence in corporate 

governance standards and their 

application by companies and 

organisations; 

• To develop effective leaders who govern 

businesses and institutions with highest 

world class ethical standards; 

• To improve the efficiency, effectiveness 

and professionalism of boards and board 

directors; 

• To enhance investor confidence in 

Myanmar’s private sector and capital 

markets. 

ABOUT THE MYANMAR INSTITUTE OF DIRECTORS 
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DICA registered Association: 117 844 943   
 

OUR CURRENT BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

BOARD PROFILE AND TEAM PROFILE 

 

 

Our board members are a diverse group of business leaders and advocates of good corporate governance 

in Myanmar. They include senior representatives of key regulatory bodies such as the Directorate of 

Investment and Company Administration and the Securities and Exchange Commission of Myanmar, 

prominent company CEOs, and heads of organisations representing market stakeholders. 
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OUR EXECUTIVE TEAM 

 

Our executive team at the MIoD dedicated to the practice promoting excellence in corporate 

governance standards and their application. We are enthusiastic about what we do, are 

exceptional at what we do for our current level of excellence and are driven to achieve results 

through collaboration. We have high quality and integrity standards. All efforts and 

accomplishments are recognized, not only through monetary compensation, but also through 

increased self-esteem and self-worth because of ongoing professional and personal 

development. 

                                                                                                                                                 

 

 

Thiri Thant Mon serves as a part-time CEO of the Myanmar 

Institute of Directors. Thiri brings over 20 years of experience 

with top international and Myanmar organisations. Before 

returning to Myanmar in 2013, she was a capital markets 

investment banker with Morgan Stanley in London helping 

institutional clients raise multi-billion dollar financings. Upon her 

return, she was a member of the executive committee and 

Head of Corporate Development at Yoma Strategic Holdings. 

She founded Pegu Partners – previously named Sandanila – a 

capital and investment advisory firm, in 2015. Thiri started her 

career in 2000 in the US with Capital One. 

Deeply passionate about education, empowerment and the   

transition of Myanmar into a vibrant member of the global 

community, Thiri supports initiatives related to corporate 

governance, institutional capacity building and attracting 

investment and intellectual capital into Myanmar. She is a 

Steering Committee Member of UK DFID’s Business for Shared 

Prosperity private sector development programme. She also 

enables and shares voices and ideas of others by founding and 

organising TEDxYangon. 

Thiri serves as a member of the board of directors of Dawn 

Microfinance and the British Chambers of Commerce Myanmar 

and is a trustee for several charities including the Yangon 

Heritage Trust and Turquoise Mountain Foundation, a Prince of 

Wales Charity. She is fully bi-lingual in English and Myanmar 

having studied in the Myanmar education system through high 

school and also dedicated years learning Japanese, Spanish 

and Russian. Thiri holds a degree in Economics with a minor in 

Finance from William & Mary and an MBA from the London 

Business School.  

                                                                     

THIRI THANT MON, CEO 
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Thin Myat Thu is an Admin and Finance Manager of MIOD since 

2019 February and responsible for correspondence with 

Corporate related, HR and Finance matters. Thin has more than 

15 years of Admin, Finance and Marketing experience in foreign 

investment companies and got a Bachelor degree of B. Econ 

(Economics) form Yangon Institute Economics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Su Tar Yar joined the Myanmar Institute of Directors since March 

2019 as Program Officer focusing on Training, Events and 

Webinar Management and Membership Development and often 

assists Technical Support. Before joining MIoD, she worked at 

City Press Pile Construction Co., Ltd. and Koe Koe Tech Co., 

Ltd. She holds Master’s Degree in Business Administration from 

the University of Northampton, UK and Bachelor’s Degree in 

Business Management from National Management Degree 

College. 

 

 

 

 

 

Htet Htet Naing joined the Myanmar Institute of Directors since 

November 2020 as Event and Digital Marketing Officer. Htet is 

currently responsible for developing, designing layouts of 

communications and delivering other digital assets. Prior to 

joining MIoD, Htet worked at ES Signature Co., Ltd and 

European Chamber of Commerce Myanmar. She earned a B.A 

in International Relations from University of Yangon and a B.Sc. 

(Hons) in Business Information Technology from University of 

Greenwich, UK. 

 

 

THIN MYAT THU, OFFICE MANAGER 

 

SU TAR YAR, PROGRAM OFFICER 

HTET HTET NAING, EVENT AND DIGITAL MARKETING OFFICER 
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LOGO UPDATE 
 

Since the MIoD’s slogan is upgraded, the logo is additionally upgraded. The new slogan 

makes up with three strategic outcomes.  

• Stronger Governance,  

• Stronger Institutions,  

• Stronger Myanmar.  

These three components of strategic outcomes are the statements that MIoD is trying to 

achieve to strengthen Myanmar. 

 

 

  

UPGRADED SLOGAN WITH THREE STRATEGIC OUTCOMES 

UPGRADED LOGO WITH NEW SLOGAN 
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PARTNERS 
 

 

IFC: 

IFC, through the Investment Climate and Competitiveness Program (ICCP) with funding from 

the UK and Australian governments covered: 

Start-up Costs: IFC covered: (a) legal fees; (b) setup design and planning; (c) initial 

marketing; (d) launch event; and e) training materials development for the director certification. 

Running Costs: For the year 2019, IFC covered technical assistance in developing an initial 

training curriculum, train the trainer programs, delivery of corporate governance training; and 

delivery of seminars/awareness events. 

Funding ended December 2020 

 

DaNa Facility: 

The DaNa Facility with funding from the UK and Australian governments supported MIoD’s 

secretariat operations including office setup and IT equipment as well as salaries for staff.  

Funding ended May 2021 

 

Allen & Gledhill (Myanmar)  

Allen & Gledhill (Myanmar) provided corporate secretarial support with an Allen & Gledhill 

professional serving as MIoD’s Board Secretary on a pro bono basis. 

Support continuing at present 
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP AND SUPPORT 
 

The Board and the management of MIoD sincerely thank all of our past and present 

supporters, funders, trainers who have been crucial to enable the activities of MIoD. Thanks 

are due to our patrons H.E. Minister U Aung Naing Oo, and Prof. Dr. Aung Tun Thet, and 

officials from DICA, SECM and UMFCCI for continuous help and support, in particular to 

Director General U Thant Sin Lwin of DICA, Commission Member Daw Tin May Oo of SECM 

and Joint Secretary General Daw Khine Khine Nwe of UMFCCI for supporting MIoD as ex-

officio board members, Deputy Director General U Min Zaw Oo of DICA, Director U Myo Min 

of DICA, Director General U Kyi Zin Tun of SECM, Director Daw Ei Sein Sein Kywe of SECM 

for being point contacts for the MIoD. 

The support from IFC and the DaNa facility have concluded with significant positive outcomes 

and benefits to the MIoD.  We sincerely extend special thanks to Mr. Anar Aliyev and Daw 

Htoi Seng Ra of the IFC’s Corporate Governance team, whose tireless and passionate support 

made the MIoD and many of its activities possible. Further special thanks go to Mr. Peter 

Brimble, Mr. Mark Birnbaum, Mr. Steve Khawaja, Daw Zin Mar Kyin and Daw Chit Su Mon of 

the DaNa Facility, who worked closely with the MIoD and enabled funding and other essential 

support and to Ms. Ada Ingawanij who provided invaluable support in improving the MIoD and 

connecting us to key contacts regionally. 

More thanks go to Ms. Divya Damaraju of Allen & Gledhill and Ms. Christa Avery of AOK 

Associates before her, for serving as extremely capable board secretaries, and to our trainers 

Mr. Anar Aliyev from IFC, Mr. Mark Livingston from Mission Legal, Daw Muyar Lunbeck from 

The World Bank Group, Ms. Quek Ling Yi from Dentons Myanmar Limited, Daw Thaw Dar 

Sein from Allen and Gledhill (Myanmar), Daw Thin Thin Myat from The World Bank Group, 

Daw Thuzar Win from Alpha Power Engineering Ltd., and Daw Wah Wah Min from Skills for 

Success Recruitment and Human Resource Service for supporting MIoD training activities. 

Our regional networks have been more important than ever as MIoD seeks to build bridges 

and leverage on the experiences and expertise of our sister institutes.  We are grateful to Mr. 

Ferry de Bakker, Governing Council Member of the Singapore Institute of Directors (SID) and 

Ms. Michele Kythe Lim and her colleagues Ms. Jackie Mah, Ms. Diana Seow, Ms. Vivian Ko, 

Mr. Khabirudeen Pulaver of the Institute of Company Directors Malaysia (ICDM) for their 

constant friendship and support.  

While not all individuals who have supported us have been named above, please know that 

we are extremely grateful for all support, big and small. 
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Board of Directors’ Strategy 

Workshop 

17th August 2020 

 

 

Trainers’ and Partners’ Strategy 

Workshop  

20th August 2020 

 

 

Members’ Strategy Workshop 

25th August 2020 (Myanmar Session) 

 

 

 

Members’ Strategy Workshop 

 

25th August 2020 (Myanmar Session) 

 

 

STRATEGY WORKSHOPS 
 

MIoD ran three types of strategy workshops in August 2020 the Board of Directors’, Trainers 

and Partners’ and Members’ (English session and Myanmar session) to review the MIoD’s 

strategy by focusing on three key questions: 1) Who are we? (Purpose & Priorities), 2) What 

we do? (Training, Advocacy, Ecosystem), and 3) How do we do it? (Funding, Operations & 

Delivery). The participants joined the workshop both in person as well as with Zoom Dial-in 

due to COVID-19 restrictions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Members’ Strategy Workshop 

25th August 2020 (English Session) 
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STRATEGY 
 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT

The Myanmar Institute of Directors (MIoD) was started in 2018 with strong elements for 
success - endorsement and support from key stakeholders, buy-in from pertinent institutions 
within the Myanmar government and top leaders in the business community.  The initial stage 
served as proof of concept of the need for an institution such as the MIoD, which was embraced 
by the wider business and government population.  To date, the Institute has been successful 
in introducing the concept of good corporate governance in Myanmar – virtually unknown until 
a few years ago - and organising well attended trainings for companies and regulators. 
 
The initial stage also informed the needs that are yet to be served and the focus and choices 
that the MIoD must make in order to be a relevant and impactful institution for Myanmar.  The 
MIoD has a unique opportunity in that understanding of governance values and principles is at 
an embryonic stage in Myanmar.  This nearly blank slate gives us the opportunity to educate 
several of leaders in the values of good governance.  We can instil in these leaders the concept 
that good governance is not about ticking boxes but about truly helping their businesses and 
organisations run better, build trust with their stakeholders, increase access to capital and 
ultimately leads to more sustainability and success for their organisations and for Myanmar as 
a whole. 
 
In July 2020, the interim board of the MIoD was further supplemented by new elected members 
to form a permanent board along with appointment of a new CEO.  A strategy exercise was 
initiated by this leadership team.  The resulting medium strategy presented here covers the 
periods of 2021 to 2023 and serves as a guide to formulate and execute a vision that will 
strengthen the foundations of MIoD and continue to build it for lasting success.
 

STRENGTHEN FOUNDATIONS AND BUILD FOR LASTING SUCCESS

A series of interviews and workshops were 
conducted over the course of August and 
September 2020 to gain insights and input 
from the board of directors, members, 
facilitators, contributors, donors, and other 
key stakeholders to reflect on the MIoD and 
inform the strategic needs. Three 
fundamental questions anchored the 
discussions at these strategy workshops: 1) 
Who are we?  2) What do we do? 3) How 
do we do it? 
 
 

 
 
Who are we? 
 
This question aims to review the MIoD’s 
reason for existence and its identity.  It 
informs the core of what the MIoD is. 
 
The MIoD has an overarching objective to 
raise corporate governance levels in 
Myanmar.  As an institute of directors, this 
is accomplished by raising professional 
standards and knowledge of board 
directors and the functioning of 
boardrooms.  At the same time, as a 
members-based organisation, we have an 
obligation to serve our members and their 
needs.  In certain jurisdictions, the focus on 
member needs extend beyond standards 
and education to advocacy efforts including 
input into policy and lobbying on issues that 
impact boards and board directors.  We 
considered weighing of our focus between 
these objectives.   
 

Topics Discussed 

14 
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Being an education and knowledge institute 
came out as a clear identity for MIoD that 
we should continue to enhance and build 
on.  There is a clear call from businesses to 
help transform into professionally run 
companies with increased productivity that 
are ready for external stakeholders such as 
lenders and investors. Education is a key 
activity that enables the MIoD to meet the 
missions to promote excellence in 
corporate governance standards and their 
application by companies and 
organisations, and to improve the 
efficiency, effectiveness and 
professionalism of boards and board 
directors.   
 
At the same time, there was a clear 
message that to merely focus on board 
education and building corporate 
governance at directors’ level alone will not 
be enough at this nascent stage in the 
development of corporate governance 
understanding in Myanmar.  The MIoD can 
help speed up corporate governance 
adoption by expanding the audience for 
corporate governance awareness. 
 
Therefore, the MIoD’s other task is to help 
create a good corporate governance within 
the wider ecosystem by raising the 
standard of understanding of the 
fundamental concepts within companies 
and also with key stakeholders in the 
government and the general public. The 
strategy aims to provide CG education and 
awareness to a wider range of communities 
beyond the boardroom, with deep 
expertise-based training for board 
directors. 
 
To encourage boardroom changes, the 
MIoD will create a network of qualified 
directors where knowledge, experiences, 
best practices, and progress can be shared 
and compared.  The MIoD will be a platform 
for boards and board directors to connect 
and form a peer-to-peer network to enable 
belonging to a group of leaders on a 
learning and excellence journey.   
 
Private sector development is aided by 
corporate governance as well as good 
policies and institutional reforms that 
contribute to the sustainability and health of 
companies.  Overtime, the MIoD will ensure 
that views of directors and companies are 

heard by the right bodies and provide inputs 
in relevant areas of policy.  This will be 
through the supporting institutions such as 
the SECM, DICA and YSX as well as other 
relevant government departments and 
international technical advisors supported 
by multilateral institutions. 
 
What do we do? 
 
These are activities undertaken by the 
MIoD in order to realise our vision and 
mission. 
 
The MIoD will focus on six key activities: 
 

 
Education: MIoD will continue to build on 
the core set of courses that are currently 
offered including the flagship Director 
Certification Programme.  In addition, we 
will introduce a fundamentals curriculum 
that provides awareness of corporate 
governance at the introductory level, as 
well as a professional development 
roadmap for directors, starting with aspiring 
directors to current board directors.  
 
In order to make training effective for 
Myanmar board directors, MIoD will 
continually review our curriculum to ensure 
that the content is relevant and fit for 
purpose.  We will localise content and 
provide relatable examples and case 
studies to provide practical implementation 
roadmaps.  Increased Myanmar language 
content on the MIoD website and course 
materials also form a core part of this 
strategy as does continual investment in 
establishing and supporting a cadre of 
qualified trainers with relevant background 
experience and skills. 
 

15 
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Specific curriculums such as non-profit 
governance and SME governance will be 
introduced dependent on resources and 
dedicated funding. 
 
Membership:  The MIoD will focus on 
widening the membership base with an aim 
to support individual directors as well as 
organisations in their corporate governance 
journeys.  In addition to current individual 
member categories of certified and regular 
members, the MIoD will explore adding 
affiliate memberships to welcome SMEs, 
academics, researchers, and students.  We 
will also add a corporate member category 
in order to support organisational 
governance improvement. 
 
The MIoD will be a platform for board chairs 
and board directors to have candid and 
guided dialogues with peers to benefit from 
one another’s experience, hear from 
experts, gain insights from best practices 
and learnings from within Myanmar as well 
as from other markets.  MIoD will facilitate 
this with structures such as seminars, 
workshops, talks and peer-to-peer 
exchange forums. 
 
Publications and Resources: In this 
strategy period, MIoD will focus on 
providing accessible fundamental tools 
such as self-assessment tools, checklists, 
and implementation toolkits.  We will share 
and amplify third-party research and 
publications related to corporate 
governance and provide a platform for 
vetted guest contributors to contribute on 
corporate governance issues. 
 
MIoD is the natural vehicle to transmit and 
encourage adoption of best practices in 
corporate governance and board 
management.  A number of good studies 
and research exist, e.g., G20/OECD 
Principles of Corporate Governance, the 
ASEAN Corporate Governance Scorecard 
(ACGS) and the Myanmar Corporate 
Governance Scorecard 2018: A Report on 
the Assessment of Myanmar Companies. 
There is a crucial step to adapt, localise, 
disseminate, and therefore instil these 
corporate governance standards into the 
Myanmar business context and 
environment.  MIoD will play a key role in 
this.  
 

Events: In order to build engagement and 
relevance to the wider stakeholder 
community, MIoD will continue to deliver a 
calendar of events including breakfast and 
luncheon talks, workshops, seminars and 
webinars.  For our members community, we 
will provide networking events and peer-to-
peer exchange forums.  Once COVID-19 
restrictions are lifted, we will aim to hold an 
annual conference on corporate 
governance.   
 
Advocacy: The MIoD aims to focus first at 
strengthening boards with elements of 
internal improvements such as increasing 
board diversity and board effectiveness.    
Overtime, we aim to be the corporate 
governance knowledge hub for Myanmar.  
 
Through our supporters and partners, the 
DICA, SECM and IFC, we will contribute to 
national initiatives such as the corporate 
governance scorecard and input into other 
policy initiatives that aim to strengthen 
corporate governance in Myanmar and 
enhance investor confidence in Myanmar's 
private sector and capital markets.  Further 
proprietary policy development and 
research is out of scope for this strategy 
period. 
 
Advisory: In order to assist the 
identification of qualified board directors for 
Myanmar companies, the MIoD will 
maintain a registry of board directors, 
starting with MIoD members who have 
successfully completed the DCP 
certification and members who have 
equivalent qualifications from a pre-
approved list of other international institutes 
of directors. Over time, the registry will be 
improved to be refined for directors to be 
able to declare specific experiences and 
skills. 
 
Boards are strengthened by having good 
processes and structure in addition to 
competent board directors.  Dependent on 
specific funding and resources, MIoD will 
aim to provide board assessment 
consultancy to guide essential aspects 
such as composition of boards, 
appropriateness of directors, board 
committees, board calendars, board 
secretary functions.  Consultations can be 
provided to members of MIoD to become  
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more effective board members and 
navigate advocacy of corporate 
governance matters within the boards that 
they serve in. 
 
How do we do it? 
 
This informs the operations, team, 
governance, and funding structure of the 
MIoD in order to deliver our objectives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The MIoD’s key strengths are government 
recognition through DICA and SECM, high-
impact leadership including board 
members from the most prominent private 
and public sector institutions, strong 
networks across private and public sectors, 
and strong donor and potential sponsor 
support.   
 

Key challenges remain. Being at the 
beginning of the corporate governance 
journey with a small and nascent public 
companies’ sector and listed companies, 
there is undetermined demand for MIoD’s 
paid activities such as courses and 
membership.  Challenges are deepened by 
COVID-19 economic impacts which has 
seen donor funding reduced and also 
potentially impacting course demand and 
sponsorship appetites.   
 
The delivery model is based in providing a 
focus on governance and governance 
education, in particular through boards and 
board directors while creating wider 
awareness of corporate governance by 
introducing foundational and approachable 
materials.  The enablers are a lean and 
efficient operation base which also 
leverages networks within the private and 
public sectors and diversified funding 
sources. 
 
The journey of other institutes of directors 
around the region strongly indicates that 
the MIoD may not reach a funding model 
that is solely driven from its own revenues 
for a number of years, perhaps not even in 
a decade.  Assisted funding, in particular 
multilateral and bilateral donor funding will 
remain a key component.  Our funding 
strategy aims to raise diversified funding 
with self-generate revenue from core 
activities (courses, membership, 
sponsorship) to fund core functions 
(executive team, director education, fixed 
costs) and to raise additional sponsorship 
and donorship funding to meet wider 
objective.
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DELIVERY MODE 

 

 

 

DELIVERY PHASING 

 

 
 

MIoD Activities Out of 
Scope  

 
2021-2023 2024 and beyond 

 Education DCP flagship course* 
Core governance courses* 
Fundamentals curriculum 
Bilingual website content 
Bilingual course materials 
Professional development 
pathway 

Non-profit curriculum^ 
SME curriculum^ 
Myanmar-specific case 
studies 

Non-board 
related 
professional 
training 

 Membership Regular member* 
Certified member* 
Corporate member 
Reciprocal association 
member 

Student membership 
Regional chapters 

 

 Certification Own certification Recognition of certification 
by government bodies  

Accredited 
certification 

 Resources Self-Assessment tools 
Implementation toolkits – 
checklists^ 

Reference guidebooks^ 
Implementation toolkits – 
comprehensive^ 

 

 Publications Quarterly newsletter 
Sharing third-party research* 
Guest contributor blog posts 
on governance 

Own research reports 
Thought-leadership pieces^ 
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 Events Breakfast and luncheon talks* 
Webinars* 
Networking social events 
Peer-to-peer exchange forums 
Annual conference 

Board awards  

 Awareness Newspaper column on 
governance 
Facebook and LinkedIn 
content 
Media engagement 
Awareness delivery through 
networks 
SME education^ 
Beyond Yangon awareness 
raising^ 

Board scorecard  

 Network Build ecosystem for 
governance by maintaining 
formal and informal 
collaborations with a network 
of organisations and regulatory 
bodies 

Enable sector-specific 
governance networks 

 

 Advocacy Board diversity 
Board effectiveness and 
structure 
Collaboration on CG scorecard 
Input to regulatory efforts by 
DICA and SECM 

Policy development 
research and input 
Policy outcome research 
input 
Contribution to CG Code 
development 

Lobbying on 
commercial 
activities of 
companies 

 Advisory Director registry Board consultation services  Director 
placement 
services  

 

 
 
 
 
EDUCATION STRATEGY: DEPTH OF PROGRAMS, BREADTH OF REACH 
 
 

 
 

Boards
Owners & 

Executives
Regulators

Professional 

Firms (Legal, Audit, 
Accounting)

Government

Awareness of what corporate governance means and why it is good for society

General PublicAcademics
Non-Profits, 

SMEs, etc.

Introductory education programs on governance and its application

DCP certification

Continual education

Foundational programs for board directorship

Board focus

Functional focus

e.g. Boardroom and director fundamentals

e.g. Internal audit master plan, Reporting to the board

e.g. Finance for non-finance directors

To develop

Free

$

$$

$$$

$$$

$$

$$

*Currently performing this activity 

^To deliver with specific programmatic support 
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MEMBERSHIP STRATEGY: PRESTIGE, BENEFIT, IMPACT 

 

  
 

 

HR STRATEGY: BUILD TEAM FOR LONG-TERM OWNERSHIP 

• General strategy to keep to a small executive team and train enthusiastic junior and mid-level 
staff to feel ownership of the institute and its mission 

• Build operational excellence and efficiency with strong SOPs and systems 
• Should the funding environment change, the MIoD will invest further in human capital needs 

to build a strong, sustainable team. 
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NETWORK STRATEGY: COLLABORATE & LEVERAGE 
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BOARD STRATEGY: ACTIVE AND ENGAGED BOARD 
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Chair: 
Ms. Vicky Bowman 

Members: 
Daw Muyar Lunbeck 
Dr. Tun Thura Thet 
Dr. Lu Mon 
U Mike Phone Myint 

Chair: 

Mr. Matteo Marinelli 

Members: 

Daw Win Win Tint 

U Thura Ko Ko 

U Melvyn Pun 

Daw Sandra Min 

Chair: 

U Mike Phone Myint 

Members: 

U Thura Ko Ko 

Dr. Tun Thura Thet 

U Melvyn Pun 

Dr. Lu Mon 

 

Chair: 
Daw Muyar Lunbeck 

Members: 
Ms. Vicky Bowman 
Daw Sandra Min 
U Mike Phone Myint 

 

 

CORPORATE STRUCTURE AND ORGANIGRAM 
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Professional 

Members 

Certified  

Members 

15 DIRECTORS 

(4 Regulators, 11 Elected) 

Two-year term, renewable 

Funding Agencies 

IFC/World Bank 

DaNa (UKAid) 

Australian Aid 

Company 

Secretary 

Support for 

Board/Committee 

Functions 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

http://myanmariod.com/bod/ms-vicky-bowman/
http://myanmariod.com/bod/matteo_marinelli/
http://myanmariod.com/bod/mike_phone_myint/
http://myanmariod.com/bod/muyar_lunbeck/
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The new secretariat/ Management 

was developed based on the 

organizational function and focus 

on sustainability of MIoD. 
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Chairman 

Learning &  

Governance Advisor 
(part-time) 

Company Secretary 
(Ms. Divya Damaraju, 

 part-time) 

Chief Executive Officer 
(Ma Thiri Thant Mon, part-time) 

Office Manager 
(Ma Thin Myat Thu, full-time) 

Accountant  
(part-time) 

Program Officer 
(Ma Su Tar Yar, full-time) 

Learning Coordinator 
(full-time) 

Event & Digital Marketing 

Officer 
(Ma Htet Htet Naing, full-time) 

Projects & Consultant Pool 

Audit Firm 
Cleaner/Security 

(part-time) 

Chairman 

Learning &  

Governance Advisor 

(part-time) 

Company Secretary 

(Divya Damaraju, 

 part-time) 

Chief Executive Officer 

(Thiri Thant Mon, part-time) 

Office Manager 

(Thin Myat Thu, full-time) 

Accountant  

(part-time) 

Program Officer 

(Su Tar Yar, full-time) 

Learning Coordinator 

(full-time) 

Event & Digital Marketing Officer 

(Htet Htet Naing, full-time) 

Projects & Consultant Pool 

Audit Firm 
Cleaner/Security 

(part-time) 
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222 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF MEMBERS 

 

MEMBERSHIP STRUCTURE 
 

The MIoD is the voice of the director community and the organization that sets the standards 

for governance in Myanmar.  An MIoD membership confers the prestige of belonging to the 

leading community of directors and corporate leaders and signals your commitment to 

professional excellence and conduct. Our members receive continual support throughout their 

directorship and governance journey through world-class courses, tools and resources and 

access to fellow companies, directors and thought leaders. 

Our members can access MIoD classes and networking events to exchange ideas, build 

awareness and contribute to shaping the business environment of Myanmar. 

Our flagship Director Certification Program allows our members to be certified and be put on 

a list of Certified Directors Database for companies to access while searching for independent 

directors for their organizations. 

The following data presents the total number of members with types from 2019 to January 

2021. 

 

 

 

 

 

The membership joining rates gradually rose during 2019 together with training programs until 

January 2020. Due to the impact of COVID-19 pandemic, the joining rates declined starting 

from February 2020. The rates rose again as soon as MIoD started online webinar and training 

program in September 2020. 
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MEMBER TYPES 

 

Certified 

117 
Professional 

105 
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The below graph presents certified members and professional members acquisition rate from 

the period 2019 to January 2021. The rates of certified members went up due to Director 

Certification Program (DCP) in April, June, August, October, and January since members can 

only become certified members after passing DCP examination. The professional members 

acquisition rate was the highest in July 2019. 

 

 

. 

Also, Government Officials are included in both MIoD’s certified and professional membership. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MIoD has recently added benefits for Certified and Professional Members with no additional 

fees and created two new membership program called Associate membership and Corporate 

membership. 

 

  

| GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS | GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 

32 GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS 

Certified Member Professional Member 

Individuals who show the highest 

level of commitment to professional 

excellence 

General members with a certain 

professional experience threshold 

Corporate Member Associate Member 

Group discount, tailored support for 

organisations with commitment to 

corporate governance 

Masters students, academics, civil 

servants, early career professionals 

New 
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MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS 

 
        

Exclusive membership for qualified individuals who show the highest level of commitment 
to professional excellence as board directors and senior professionals 

Current Benefits 

 
• Voting Rights for MIoD Board Elections  

• Attend MIoD annual conference 
and other public events on a priority 
basis 

• Will be nominated by MIoD to boards 
if requested by companies, subject to 
the fit between professional 
qualifications and requirements for 
potential directors 

 

         Enhanced Benefits 

 
• Inclusion in the prestigious directors’ 

registry 

• 1 free course per year and 50% discount 
on any other training course fees 
(previously  
5-10% discount) 

• Exclusive certified members-only access 
to 1 special event per year 

• Exclusivity for reciprocal events from 
partner organisations 

• Access to members-only website area 

• Welcome pack with an MIoD membership 
card 

Criteria 

 
• Currently serving as a board director or have at least 5 years’ experience as a senior executive, 

academic or professional consultant 

• Be a Director Certification Programme (DCP) graduate or hold an equivalent qualification from a 
recognised institute of directors or an academic institution 

• Obtain 8 Continuing Directorship Education (CDE) credits each membership year to maintain 
certified status 

 

Annual Membership Fee          MMK 400,000 
 

 
           

Membership for board directors and senior professionals wishing to keep abreast with latest 
developments in governance and belong to a peer group pursuing excellence 

Current Benefits 
 
• Voting Rights for MIoD Board Elections  

• Attend MIoD annual conference 
and other public events on a priority 
basis 

 

         Enhanced Benefits 

 
• 20% discount on any course fees 

(previously 5-10% discount) 

• Access to the members-only website area 

• Welcome pack with an MIoD membership 
card 

Criteria 

 
• Currently serving as a director, or as a senior executive, academic or professional consultant 

• Have taken an MIoD course previously or will take an MIoD course within 12 months after joining 
 

Annual Membership Fee          MMK 250,000 
 

Certified Member 

Professional Member 
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Discounted membership for academics, civil servants, early career professionals and 
masters students 

Benefits 
 
• 5% off training course fees 

• Access to members-only website area 

 
Criteria 
 
• Masters student with minimum 3 years of work experience, government professional with 

minimum 3 years of work experience, academic professional with minimum 3 years of teaching 
experience 

Annual Membership Fee          MMK 50,000 

 

 

Membership designed to assist companies in continual improvement along their overall 
corporate governance journey 

Benefits* 
 
• 5 free professional membership places to board members or employees chosen by the 

company 

• Additional 20% membership discount for any other employee from the same company* 

• Discount of 20% for the flagship DCP course for any employee of the company 

• 5 complimentary places within the membership year for any (non-DCP) course* 

• Complimentary overview CG assessment for the company 

 
Criteria 
 
• Company must be in compliance with applicable laws of Myanmar and be of sound reputation. 
 
*Company means an operating company and does not include other companies under the same holding or 
affiliated structure. 

Annual Membership Fee          MMK 2,500,000 

 

For both Certified and Professional members, we offer multi-year membership discount as 15% off 

annual fees for 3-year and 25% off annual fees for 5-year for those wishing to pay in advance for 

convenience. 

For both Certified and Professional members, joining administration fees of MMK 50,000 will be 

applied to all new members (or those re-joining after a break in membership) as well as MMK 10,000 

will be applied to all new Associate members (or those re-joining after a break in membership). 

 

Associate Member 

Corporate Member 
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Continuing Director Education (CDE) Credits 

Certified directors must attain a minimum of 8 CDE credits per year to maintain their status. 

The CDE credits can be earned in a variety of ways. 
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LEARNING SERIES 
 

The MIoD Learning Series encompasses 

the training courses developed by 

esteemed institutes such as International 

Finance Corporation (IFC), Singapore 

Management University (SMU) and as well 

as seminars from international and 

Myanmar directors, industry experts, and 

corporate governance professionals.  

These courses will help equip company 

directors with the relevant knowledge and 

tools to make necessary corporate 

governance reforms at their companies and 

will be very interactive with reviews of many 

case studies around Asian countries to 

enforce key learning points and 

engagement with fellow participants and 

trainers through work examples to upskill 

and equip the Directors of Myanmar 

companies with knowledge and ability to 

lead in the ever-changing times of 

Myanmar business landscape.  

The Director Certification Program was 

developed by Singapore Management 

University’s well-known executive Program 

with MIoD as its local partner, where we 

aim to deliver executive training to a 

network of government and business 

leaders in Myanmar, to understand the role 

of company directors and how they can 

serve the company more effectively, to 

understand new Myanmar Companies’ Act 

and how this effects the role of Directors 

under this regulation, to understand the 

decision-making mechanisms in terms of 

evaluating return of equity and internal 

controls, to understand the importance of 

corporate governance and its impact on 

financial health of the company and 

shareholder value and to understand 

succession planning in the context of family 

governance and board composition. 

The Governance for Directors course 

provides a deep dive into the fundamentals 

of the corporate governance framework 

and helps directors and executives develop 

a plan for implementing effective 

governance practices in their companies.  

The Finance for Directors course 

provides the role and responsibilities in 

financial governance and reporting, key 

terminology, policies, and procedures 

governing financial reporting, how financial 

statements are developed and what they 

represent, relevant questions to ask 

regarding company finances and how to 

understand the answers given and how to 

ensure the company is solvent/liquid, 

profitable, and performing. 

The Board Secretary Program discusses 

the role of a company secretary and 

provide practical instruction in relation to 

fulfilling that role in the context of the 

Myanmar Companies Law 2017 (MCL) and  

the requirements of the Directorate of 

Investment and Company Administration 

(DICA), including looking at key company 

secretarial regulatory compliance 
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516 

TOTAL NUMBER 
OF ATTENDEES 

 

requirements under the MCL. Participants 

will be provided with a range of example 

documents to assist them in managing their 

own company secretarial activities.  

The Internal Audit Master Program 

provides a deep dive into the fundamentals 

of internal audit methodologies and best 

practices with an aim of helping internal 

auditors develop a risk-based plan for 

implementing effective internal audit 

practices within their companies. An 

independent and well-functioning internal 

audit department plays a critical role in 

mitigating risk and safeguarding against 

mismanagement. It also ensures that the 

Audit Committee receives timely, accurate 

and comprehensive feedback about the 

control environment of the company. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following figures present the total 

number of attendees of training courses 

from the year 2018 to January 2021.

MIoD LEARNING SERIES 

• Director Certificate Program 

• Director Certification Program 

Banking 

• Governance for Directors 

• Finance for Directors 

• Board Secretary Program 

• Audit for Directors 

• Strategy for Directors 

• Risk Management for Directors 

• Family Corporate Governance 

• Board Transition / Succession 

Plan 

• Women on Boards 
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MIoD conducted 18 in-person training programs until January 2020. Due to the impact of 

COVID-19 pandemic and restrictions, MIoD had to delay the training programs. MIoD 

started again with Governance for Directors courses as online training program from 

October 2020 to January 2021. 
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GOVERNANCE FOR DIRECTORS 
 

The Governance for Directors (formerly 

Corporate Governance Action Planning 

Workshop) is one of the flagship offerings 

of MIoD’s Learning Series. The two-day 

course provides a deep dive into the 

fundamentals of the corporate governance 

framework and helps directors and 

executives develop a plan for implementing 

effective governance practices in their 

companies.  

Developed based on IFC methodology, the 

workshop is facilitated by international and 

Myanmar directors, industry experts, and 

corporate governance professionals. It is 

delivered through interactive and dynamic 

sessions, aiming to: 

• Explain the basic corporate 

governance principles and why they 

are important for Myanmar companies. 

• Examine the role, structure, and 

function of the board of directors. 

• Present best practices to improve 

management control functions, 

including audit, risk, and internal 

control. 

• Present other pertinent governance 

topics such as shareholder rights, 

conduct, and disclosure. 

 

The following data presents the number of 

attendees from October 2020 to January 

2021.

  

Sir. No. Date 

1 October 21st and 23rd, 2020 

2 November 18th and 20th, 2020 

3 December 16th and 18th, 2020 

4 January 20th and 22nd, 2021 
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TRAINING OF TRAINERS 
 

MIoD together with IFC provided a training of the trainer sessions in December 2020 to train 

part of the MIoD board and trainer cadre on the IFC CG methodology to enable the consulting 

function on the topics as below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Disclosure and Transparency: Beyond the Balance Sheet - Increasing Resilience 

and Building Trust During and After COVID-19 session, organized jointly by the 

International Finance Corporation and UN Sustainable Stock Exchanges Initiative (UN SSE) 

aims to help companies in East Asia and the Pacific understand how to report better to 

investors and other key stakeholders, building on IFC’s award-winning Disclosure and 

Transparency Toolkit “Beyond the Balance Sheet” , Special Guidance on Disclosure and 

Transparency During and After COVID and UN Sustainable Stock Exchanges Initiative 

resources.  

Disclosure and Transparency: Beyond the Balance Sheet - Increasing Resilience and 
Building Trust During and After COVID-19 

2nd December 2020 
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The Experiential Adult Learning session, organized jointly by the International Finance 

Corporation and UN Sustainable Stock Exchanges Initiative (UN SSE) aims to help companies 

in East Asia and the Pacific understand how to report better to investors and other key 

stakeholders. The experiential adult learning design, resources and activities are specifically 

relevant to D&T, building upon IFC’s award-winning Disclosure and Transparency Toolkit 

“Beyond the Balance Sheet”. 

 

During the IFC Corporate Governance Methodology session, participants learnt the 

overview of IFC CG Methodology, Conducting CG Assessment: Key Steps, Resources, and 

Tools focusing on key steps to conduct CG Assessment, including collecting preliminary data, 

developing interview questionnaire, and planning for the interview, CG Report, and 

Implementation Plan where participants explored strategies to formulate recommendations 

and develop CG implementation plan for clients. and Action Planning.

Experiential Adult Learning 

17th December 2020 

IFC Corporate Governance Methodology 

23rd December 2020 
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WEBINAR SERIES 
 

The Myanmar Institute of Directors 

provided in-persons events, Breakfast 

Talks, where attendees can listen and 

participate in discussions, on a wide range 

of topics that effect today’s public and 

private sectors of Myanmar until March 

2020 and had to delay the events due to 

the impact of COVID-19 pandemic and 

restrictions. By using a cloud-based video 

conferencing software, MIoD started 

delivering online webinars since June 

2020. 

MIoD organized online webinars in 

partnership with Deloitte, DICA, SECM, 

Australian Aid, UKAid, International 

Finance Corporation (IFC) and other 

institute of directors such as Institute of 

Corporate Directors Malaysia (ICDM) and 

Singapore Institute of Directors (SID). We 

thank our guest speakers from ISTARI, 

Myanmar Information Technology, BIM 

Group of Companies, Bryan Cave Leighton 

Paisner (Singapore), National Resource 

Governance Institute (NRGI), Myanmar 

Centre for Responsible Business (MCRB), 

City Holdings, Wave Money for sharing the 

knowledge and experiences and panel 

discussions. 

The webinars topics including corporate 

governance during a pandemic, the 

corporate governance expectations of 

investors and why they are important for 

Myanmar companies, better understanding 

of the board and senior management’s 

roles and responsibilities related to 

cybersecurity for good risk management, 

what beneficial ownership is and who in 

Myanmar is a politically exposed persons 

(PEP) by covering wider developments in 

transparency of company ownership at 

Myanmar and international level.  

The webinars also provide a discussion on 

Sir John Tusa’s latest book “On Board: The 

Insider’s Guide to Surviving Life in the 

Boardroom” where he recounts hist last 

three decades a member or chair of many 

major cultural and academic boards, better 

understanding of the business case and 

benefits for gender equality and diversity by 

providing guidance and reviewing practical 

examples of implementation during the 

Covid-19 pandemic.  

The following data represents the total numbers of attendees and MIoD webinars and Joint 

webinars between June 2020 – January 2021. 
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| NUMBER OF EVENTS 

610 
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JOINT WEBINAR 

Date Webinar name  

27 October, 2020 Cybersecurity for CEOs and Directors - AMCHAM Myanmar  

24 November, 2020 Promoting Responsible Investment in Myanmar - OECD  

 

WEBINAR PARTNERS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MIOD WEBINAR 

Date Webinar name 
No. of 

participants 

30 June, 2020 COVID-19: Corporate Governance During a Pandemic 35 

12 August, 2020 Corporate Governance from Investors’ Perspective 100 

27 August, 2020 Why Boards Should Pay Attention to Cybersecurity? 64 

29 September, 2020 
What Do Myanmar Company Directors Need to Know About 
Beneficial Ownership? 

168 

10 December, 2020 
On Board: The Insider’s Guide to Surviving Life in the 
Boardroom 

152 

22 December, 2020 Gender & COVID-19 – The Role of Boards 54 

27 January, 2021 MIoD Member Update & Networking Webinar 43 

| EVENT SCHEDULE 

THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNERS FOR WEBINARS! 
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WEBINAR GALLERY 
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MIOD MEMBER UPDATE & NETWORKING EVENT 
 

The MIoD Member Update & Networking Event, 

virtual member-only networking event was 

conducted on 27th January 2021 which included 

knowledge sharing sessions of MIoD board 

members and networking sessions through Zoom 

breakout rooms between members with each 

MIoD board members.  

During the event, U Thura Ko Ko, Managing 

Director of YGA Capital opened the event with 

Welcome speech and Daw Thiri Thant Mon, CEO 

of MIoD presented the MIoD Strategy, 

Membership and Education Update followed by 

knowledge sharing sessions of U Min Zaw Oo, 

Deputy Director General of Directorate of 

Investments and Company Administration, Daw 

Tin May Oo, Commission Member of The Office of 

the Securities and Exchange Commission, 

Professor Dr. Aung Tun Thet, Member of 

Myanmar Investment Commission (MIC), Daw 

Win Win Tint, Group CEO of City Mart Holdings 

Limited and U Thura Ko Ko, Managing Director of 

YGA Capital.  

During networking sessions, members were sent 

to Zoom breakout rooms moderated by each 

board members twice.  
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ORGANIZATIONAL SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT 
 

GLUEUP 

 

MIoD migrated with GlueUp (formerly called 

Event Bank), CRM and Membership platform 

to manage Events, Campaigns, 

Memberships and Payments. This simplifies 

the internal administrative processes, so 

MIoD can focus on strategic tasks such as 

sharpening proposed content and activities, 

target members with only the information 

that matters to them. 

The platform enhances members’ engagement 

with the organization and easy access to their 

profile which will bring some of MIoD’s services 

and activities online. It also connects members 

directly becoming a great new interface for MIoD 

membership. 

 

With GlueUp, members can gain control over their information such as managing personal 

details, and membership information and completing renewal and other add-on payments, as 

well as manage subscriptions, and committees, and especially access to privileged member 

information such as the Membership Directory advanced details. 

 

 

  

Membership Management

Event Management

Glue Up Application

Community Engagement Hub

CRM Synchroni ation

Member Communication
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QUICKBOOKS 
 
 

MIoD started using a cloud-based software, 

QuickBooks, which is a small business suite 

in order to keep track of financial records 

online. With this software, we can easily track 

income & expenses, VAT, Inventory, and 

projects, manage reports, insights, and 

budgets, send custom invoices & quotes. The 

software can also connect with our local bank 

where we can manage and pay bills. 

 
 

 

MENTIMETER 
 

 
 

 
 
 

During the training, MIoD uses Mentimeter, 

which is an easy-to-use presentation 

software where we can add questions, 

polls, quizzes, slides, images, gifs, etc. to 

the presentation in order to create fun and 

more interaction between facilitators and 

attendees during the session resulting 

attendees to participate actively during the 

sessions.  
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THE MYANMAR TIMES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have heard of the term corporate governance but might not have a clear idea of 

what it involves, you are not alone. This is partly because what encompasses corporate 

governance has been changing as businesses, economies and society evolve. 

 

 

 

 

Home >> Business >> Five Things You Should Know About Corporate Governance 

 

Five Things You Should Know About Corporate Governance 

 
THIRI THANT MON | 11 JAN 2021 
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The concept of governance of businesses has been around since the first corporations started 

in the age of exploration where investors pooled resources together to embark on endeavours 

that led to formation of joint-stock companies in the 1800s.  The 1997 Asian Financial Crisis 

brought the need and awareness of corporate governance closer to home.  So, what exactly 

is corporate governance?  
 

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development defines it as the “procedures 

and processes according to which an organisation is directed and controlled. The corporate 

governance structure specifies the distribution of rights and responsibilities among the different 

participants in the organisation – such as the board, managers, shareholders and other 

stakeholders – and lays down the rules and procedures for decision-making.”   

Five facts about corporate governance: 
 

• Corporate governance is good for your company.  Corporate governance is not something 
you should do just to satisfy regulators and external investors.  Clear roles and responsibilities 
between management and the board provides an ability to formulate clear strategy and 
manage risks and being systematic in running and governing a company leads to organisations 
that are more resilient, have better accountability, transparency, and financial stability.  The 
IFC found that the companies who scored in the top 25% of CG improvements had returns on 
equity that were three times higher than those in the bottom 25%. 
 

• Good governance improves your ability to attract capital.  The IFC finds that, “good 
corporate governance helps companies operate more efficiently, improve access to capital, 
mitigate risk and safeguard against mismanagement.”  Investors and banks want to see good 
corporate governance and reward organisations that have it.  Companies with good corporate 
governance get better valuations for their businesses and lower interest rates when borrowing. 

 
 
 
 

• Be practical and realise that CG is a journey. An SME cannot immediately implement all 
the corporate governance structures that are meant for larger businesses and founder-ran and 
family-owned companies will need to make the transition to better governance structures in 
stages so that the organisation can effectively implement the changes.  The corporate 
governance systems that are required for good governance are not stagnant and will need to 
be reviewed and updated as organisations grow, and complexity shifts and to meet the 
changing demands of the business environment and economy.   
 

• Don’t forget the human factor.  Directors need to be aware of their duties and responsibilities 
and constantly update their skills and knowledge to be qualified to discharge these duties with 
care and competence.  Sir John Tusa writes in his book “On Board: The Insider’s Guide to 
Surviving Life in the Boardroom” that “no amount of codification, regulation or prescription has 
ever caught – or attempted to catch – the single essential element for good board practice and 
behaviour: the human factor. Good governance depends on good behaviour.”   

 
 
 

• The best corporate governance comes from good intentions combined with good 
systems.  The tone from the top and the culture of the organisation makes a big difference on 
whether an organisation is able to implement and maintain good corporate governance.  Pay 
attention to the culture of your organisation and having tools such as a code of conduct that 

everyone in the organisation is aware of and understands helps organisations adhere to its 

values and provide a moral compass for all to follow. 
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No matter whether your organisation is large or small, improvements in governance will help it 

become stronger and longer-lasting.  The most important part of the journey is to take the first 

step and then to keep pursuing improvements. 
 

Thiri Thant Mon is the CEO of Myanmar Institute of Directors and the Managing Partner 

of Pegu Partners. 

 

Myanmar Version 

က ြောော်ပိိုရိတော်စမံီအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုအက  ြောငော််း သကိ ြောငော််းစရြော အခ  ော်င ်းခ  ော် 

 

က  ော်ပိိုရိတော်စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု (CG) ဆ ိုက  က ေါဟ ရ ဆ ိုသညက် ို ကက ြားဘ ြားသသ ်လညြ်ား ၎ငော််းတွငော် မညော် ညော်တိို ို့ပေါ ငော် ညော်က ို 

ရှငော််းရှငော််းလငော််းလငော််း သ ချငမ်ှသ ကကမှ  ဖြစော်ပေါ ညော်။ ဤက ဲ့သ ို ဲ့ဖြစော်ရဖခငော််း၏ အက   ငော််းရငော််းတစော်စိတော်တစော်ပိိုငော််း ညော် 

စီ်းပွ ်းကရ်းနယပ်ယ် မ  ်းနငှို့ော် လူမှုအြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းအသငွတ်ိို ို့ ကဖပ ငော််းလ လ  ညော်နငှို့ော်အမျှ က  ော်ပိိုရိတော်စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု တွင ်

လွှမော််းဖခံျုပေါ ငော် ညို့ော် အရ မ  ်း ညော်လညော််း ဆက်လက်ကဖပ ငော််းလ ကေက  က   ငို့ော် ဖြစော်ပေါ ညော်။ 

CG ဆ ိုသညမှ် ရှ ခ ဲ့တ ကက ပီ ဖြစော်ပေါ ညော်။  ၁၈၀၀ ဖပညို့ော်နစှော်မ  ်း ေော််း  ငော် စူ်းစမော််းခ  ွဲ့ထငွော်ကရ်းကခတော်မှ  အကျ  ြားတ  

အစိုရှယရ် ထည်ဲ့ပီြား သမိုဒ္ဒရ ဖြတ်က  စွန် ဲ့စ ြားရငန်ှြီားကကကတညြ်ားက အစိုစပော် ိုမပဏမီ  ်း ကပေါ်ကပေါ ော်လ ပပီ်း 

စီ်းပွ ်းကရ်းလိုပော်ငေော််းဆိိုငော်ရ  စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုယနတရ ြားမ  ်း ရိှကေခ ို့ပပီ်း ဖြစော်ပေါ ညော်။ ၁၉၉၇ ခိုနစှော်တွငော် ဖြစော်ပွ ်းခ ို့က   

အ ရှဘဏ္ဍ ကရ်းအ  ပော်အတညော််းက   ငို့ော် က  ော်ပိိုရိတော်စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု ိို ထ ်းရိှ  ငို့ော် ံို်းရေော် ပိိုမိိုလိိုအပော်လ မှုက ို 

အ ရနှ ိုငင်မံျ ြားမှ  ပိိုမိို ရိှိလ   ပေါ  ညော်။ က  ော်ပိိုရိတော်စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု၏ အေ ော်အဖပညို့ော်အစံိုမှ  ဘ သတွ ဖြစ်ပါသနညြ်ား။ 

 

OECD အသနဖြငဲ့ ် သက ်ပ ိုရ တ်စီမံအိုပ်ချ ပ်မှု ဆ ိုသညမ်ှ  “အြွ ွဲ့အစညြ်ားတစ်ရပ်က ို လမ်ြားညွှနထ် နြ်ားချ ပ်သညဲ့် 

လိုပ်ထံိုြားလိုပ်နညြ်ားမျ ြားနငှဲ့ ် လိုပ်ငနြ်ားစဉ်မျ ြား ဖြစ်ကကသည။် သက ်ပ ိုရ တ်စီမံအိုပ်ချ ပ်မှုဆ ိုငရ်  ြွ ွဲ့စညြ်ားတညသ်ဆ က်ပံိုသည ်

အြွ ွဲ့အစညြ်ားအတွငြ်ားရှ  ဘိုတ်အြွ ွဲ့ဝငမ်ျ ြား၊ အကကီြားတနြ်ားစီမံခန ဲ့ခ်ွ သ မျ ြား၊ အစိုရှယယ် ရှငမ်ျ ြားနငှဲ့ ် အဖခ ြားသသ  

အကျ  ြားသက်ဆ ိုငသ် မျ ြားက ဲ့သ ို ဲ့ ဆက်စပ်ပါဝငသ် မျ ြား၏ အခွငဲ့အ်သရြားမျ ြားနငှဲ့ ်တ ဝနဝ်တတ ရ ြားမျ ြားအ ြား ဖြန ဲ့က်ကက်ထ ြားပံိုက ို 

တ တ ပပ သတ်မှတ်သပြားပပီြား ဆံိုြားဖြတ်ချက်ချမှတ်သရြားအတွက် စညြ်ားကမ်ြားချက်မျ ြားနငှဲ့ ် လိုပ်ထံိုြားလိုပ်နညြ်ားမျ ြားက ို 

ချမှတ်သပြားပါသည”် ဟို အဓ ပပ ယ်ြွငဲ့ဆ် ိုထ ြားပါ သည။် 

 

က  ော်ပိိုရိတော်စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုနငှို့ော်စပော်လ ဉ်း၍  ရိှိထ ်း ငို့ော် ညို့ော် အခ  ော်ငေါ်းခ  ော် က ို သအ က်တွငထ်ပ်မ ံ သြေါ် ဖပ 

သဆြွားသနြွားထ ြားပါသည်။ 

 

၁။ က ြောော်ပိိုရိတော် စမံီအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုသညော် မိမိ ၏ လပ်ုငန််း  ိုမပဏီအတ ွော် တိကုရုိ်ကက် ြောငော််းမွနော်ပ သညော်။ က  ော်ပိိုရိတော် 

စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု ဆိို ညော်မှ  ဥပကေ  ပော်မတော် မူ  ်းနငှို့ော် ဖပငော်ပရငော််းနှ်ီးဖမ ျုပော်နှ ံမူ  ်းအကေဖြငို့ော်  ိုမပဏအီကပေါ် 

က  ေပော်အ ်းရမှုရှိကစရေော် အတွက်သ  ရိှထ ်း ငို့ော် ညို့ော်အရ  မဟိုတ်ပါ။ စီမံခေ ို့ော်ခွ မှုအြွ ွဲ့ နငှို့ော် ဘိုတော်အြွ ွဲ့ အ   ်း 

ရှငော််းလငော််း ွ ဖပ ်းက   အခေော််း ဏ္ဍမ  ်း၊ တ  ေော် တတ ရ ်းမ  ်း  တော်မှတော်ထ ်းဖခငော််း ညော် ရှငော််းလငော််းက   မဟ ဗ ျူဟ  (clear 

strategy) ကရ်းဆွ နိိုငော်စွမော််းနငှို့ော် ဆံို်းရှု ံ်းမှုအနတရ ယော် ကလျှ ို့ခ နိိုငော်စွမော််း (risk management) တိို ို့ ိို ပံို့ပိို်းကပ်းနိိုငော်ရံို  မ  

 ိုမပဏအီကေဖြငို့ော် တညပ်င မ်ကကံဲ့ခ ိုငမ်ှုစွမော််းအ ်းပိိုမိိုရှိပပီ်း တ  ေော်ခံမှု၊ ပွငို့ော်လငော််းဖမငော်  ရိှမှု၊ ဘဏ္ဍ ကရ်းအရ တညော်ပငမိော်မှုတိို ို့  
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ပိိုမိိုက  ငော််းမွေော် ညို့ော် အြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းအဖြစော် ိို ို့ ဦ်းတညော် လညော်ပတော်  ွ်းရ တွငော်နငှို့ော် စီမံခေ ို့ော်ခွ ရ တိို ို့တွငော် စေစော်တ   

လိုပော်ကဆ ငော်နိိုငော်ကစလ မညော် ဖြစော် ညော်။ က  ော်ပိိုရိတော် စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု တိို်းတ ော်က  ငော််းမွေော်မှု ရမှတ်မျ ြားအထ ော်ပိိုငော််း ၂၅ 

ရ ခိိုငော်နှုေော််းအတွငော််း ကရ  ော်ရှိကေက    ိုမပဏမီ  ်း ညော် ကအ  ော်ကဖခပိိုငော််း ၂၅ ရ ခိိုငော်နှုေော််းအတွငော််း ကရ  ော်ရှိကေက   

 ိုမပဏမီ  ်းထ ော် အစိုကပေါ်အဖမတော်ရရှိမှုတွငော်  ံို်းဆဖမငို့ော်မ ်းကေက   ငော််း နိိုငော်ငတံ   ဘဏ္ဍ ကရ်း က  ော်ပိိုကရ်းရှငော််း (IFC) 

 ကတွွဲ့ ရိှခ ို့ ညော်။ 

 

၂။ က ြောငော််းမွနော်ကသြော စမံီအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုသညော် ရငော််းန ်ီးမတညော်ကင ွ ဆွွဲကဆြောငော်နိိုငော်စွမော််း (access to capital)  ိို 

တိို်းတ ော်ကစသညော်။  “က  ငော််းမွေော်က   က  ော်ပိိုရိတော် စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု ညော်  ိုမပဏမီ  ်း ိို ပိိုမိိုစွမော််းရညော်ဖပညို့ော် စွ  

လညော်ပတော်နိိုငော်ကအ ငော်၊ ရငော််းနှ်ီးမတညော်ကငမွ  ်း ရယနူိိုငော်မှု က  ငော််းမွေော်လ ကအ ငော်၊ ဆံို်းရှု ံ်းမှုအနတရ ယော် ကလျှ ို့ခ နိိုငော်ကအ ငော်၊ 

စီမံခေ ို့ော်ခွ မှုအလွ မ  ်းမှ    ွယော်ကပ်းနိိုငော်ကအ ငော် အကထ  ော်အ ူဖပျုကပ်း ညော်” ဟို IFC   ကတွွဲ့ ရိှခ ို့ ညော်။ 

ရငော််းနှ်ီးဖမ ျုပော်နှ ံမူ  ်းနငှို့ော် ဘဏော်မ  ်း ညော် က  ငော််းမွေော်က   က  ော်ပိိုရိတော် စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုရိှ ညို့ော် အြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းမ  ်းနငှို့ော် 

ဆံိုကတွွဲ့လိို  ပပီ်း ၎ငော််းတိို ို့  ရလေော်မ  ်း အသနဖြင်ဲ့ ပိိုမိိုက  ငော််းမွေော်က   တေော်ြိို်းဖြတော်မှုမ  ်း (valuation)  ိို ရရိှ     ို့ ိို ို့ 

ကငကွခ ်းယကူ  အခေါ၌လညော််း ပိိုမိိုေညော််းပေါ်းက   အတိို်းနှုေော််းမ  ်း ိို ရရိှ   ညော်။ 

 

၃။ က ြောော်ပိိုရိတော်စမံီအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု ဆိိုသညော်မ ြော ခရီ်းတစော်ခိုဖြစော်က  ြောငော််း နငှ်ဲ့ လ ော်ကတွွေ့     

အသက ငအ်ထညသ်ြေါ်သင်ဲ့သကက ငြ်ား သရိ ိနြော်းလညော်ပ ။ အက ်းစ ်းစီ်းပွ ်းကရ်းလိုပော်ငေော််းတစော်ရပော်အကေဖြငို့ော် က ီ်းမ ်းက   

အြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းမ  ်းအတွ ော် ရညော်ရွယော် ညို့ော် က  ော်ပိိုရိတော် စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုဆိိုငော်ရ  ြွ ွဲ့စညော််းပံိုမ  ်းအ ်းလံို်း ိို 

ခ  ော်ခ ငော််းအက  ငော်အထညော်ကြ ော်  ငို့ော် ံို်းမှု မဖပျုနိိုငော်သလ ို တညော်ကထ ငော် ူမှဆက်လက်ဦ်းစီ်းသနသသြား ညို့ော် လိုပော်ငေော််းမ  ်း၊ 

မိ  ်းစိုပိိုငော် လိုပော်ငေော််းမ  ်းအကေဖြငို့ော် ပိိုမိိုက  ငော််းမွေော်က   စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု ြွ ွဲ့စညော််းပံိုမ  ်းဆ ီိို ို့  ူ်းကဖပ ငော််းရ တွငော် 

တစော်ဆငို့ော်ခ ငော််းဆ ီ  ူ်းကဖပ ငော််းမှုဖပျုရေော် လိိုအပော်မညော်ဖြစော် ညော်။ အြွ ွဲ့အစညော််း က ီ်းထ ွ်းလ  ညော်ို့၊ ြွ ွဲ့စညော််းပံိုဆိိုငော်ရ  

သ မ်သမွွဲ့နက်န မှုအဆင်ဲ့အလွှ မျ ြား ကဖပ ငော််းလ လ  ညို့ော် အကဖခအကေမ  ်းအဖပငော် စီ်းပွ ်းကရ်း  ေော််း  ငော် (business 

environment)၊ စီ်းပွ ်းကရ်းစေစော် (economy) တိို ို့အတွငော််း ကဖပ ငော််းလ လ က   လိိုအပော်ခ  ော်မ  ်း ိို ဖပညို့ော်မီကစရေော်အလိို ို့င ှ 

က  ငော််းမွေော်က   စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုအတွ ော် လိိုအပော် ညို့ော် က  ော်ပိိုရိတော် စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု စေစော်မ  ်း ိို ဖပေော်လညော် ံို်း ပော်၍ 

ဖပငော်ဆငော်မွမော််းမံ  ွ်းရေော် လိိုအပော်မညော်ဖြစော် ညော်။ 

 

၄။ လပူိုဂိ္ျုလော်မ  ်း၏ အကရ်းပ ပံို ိို လ စော်လ ျူမရှုထြော်းပ န င ော်။ ေေါရိို ော်တ မ  ်း ညော် မိမိတိို ို့၏ 

တ  ေော်နငှို့ော် တတ ရ ်းမ  ်း ိို ေ ်းလညော် ရိှိထ ်းပပီ်း ဤတ  ေော်မ  ်းအ ်း က  ပော် ျွမော််း  ငော်စွ  ထမော််းကဆ ငော်နိိုငော်ရေော်အတွ ော် 

  ော်ဆိိုငော်ရ  စွမော််းရညော်မ  ်းနငှို့ော် အ ပိည တိို ို့ ိို အစဉမဖပတော် မွမော််းမံဖမ ငို့ော်တငော်ကေရေော် လိိုအပော် ညော်။ Sir John Tusa   ၎ငော််း၏ 

“On Board: The Insider’s Guide to Surviving Life in the Boardroom” စ အိုပော်တွငော် “စညော််းမ ဉ်းစညော််း မော််း ခ မှတော်ဖခငော််း၊ 

ဥပကေ  ပော်မတော်ဖခငော််း၊ လမော််းညွှေော်ခ  ော်ထိုတော်ဖပေော်ဖခငော််းတိို ို့ ိို မညော်မျှပငော်ကဆ ငော်ရွ ော် ညော်ဖြစော်ကစ ဘိုတော်အြွ ွဲ့၏ က  ငော််းမွေော်စွ  

လိုပော်ငေော််းကဆ ငော်ရွ ော်ဖခငော််းနငှို့ော် ဖပျုမူကဆ ငော်ရွ ော်ပံိုတိို ို့အတွ ော် မရှိမဖြစော်အကရ်းပေါလှ ညို့ော် တစော်ခိုတညော််းက   အခ  ော်ဖြစော် ညို့ော် 

လူပိုဂိ္ျုလော်မ  ်း၏ အကရ်းပေါပံို ိို တိတိပပ  တော်မှတော်သရြားချထ ြားရန ် ခက်ခ သပသည။် က  ငော််းမွေော်က   

စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုဖပျုနိိုငော်ရေော်အတွ ော် လူပိုဂ္ိျုလော်မ  ်း၏ က  ငော််းမွေော်က   ကျငဲ့ဝ်တ ်အကပေါ် တညော်မှီရမညော်   ဖြစော်ကပ ညော်” ဟို 

ကရ်း  ်းကြ ော်ဖပထ ်းပေါ ညော်။  
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၅။ အက ြောငော််းမွနော်ဆံို်းကသြော က ြောော်ပိိုရိတော်စမံီအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု ဟသူညော်မ ြော ရညော်ရွယော်ခ  ော်က ြောငော််းမ ြော်းန င ော် စနစော်က ြောငော််းမ ြော်း 

ကပ ငော််းစညော််းဖခငော််းမ  ကပေါ်ကပ  ော်လြောဖခငော််းဖြစော်သညော်။ အက ီ်းတေော််းစီမံခေ ို့ော်ခွ  မူ  ်း၏ စ တ်သသဘ ထ ြား၊ မှနက်နမ်ှုလ ိုလ ြားဖခက်၊ 

ဖပျုမူကဖပ ဆိိုပံို (tone from the top) နငှို့ော် အြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းတွငော််းယဉက  ်းမှု (corporate culture)  ညော် 

ယငော််းအြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းအကေဖြငို့ော် က  ငော််းမွေော်က   က  ော်ပိိုရိတော် စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှု ိို အက  ငော်အထညော်ကြ ော်၍ 

ထေိော််း မိော််းထ ်းနိိုငော်စွမော််း ရှ မရှ က ို အထ ြားအသရြားပါပါ ညော်။ မိမိအြွ ွဲ့အစညော််း၏ အြွ ွဲ့တွငော််းယဉက  ်းမှု စဉ်ြားစ ြားမှု  ိို 

ဂရိုတစိို ော်ကစ ငို့ော်  ညို့ော်ရမညော်ဖြစော်ပပီ်း အြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းတွငော််းရှိ  ေော်ထမော််းအ ်းလံို်း  ရိှိေ ်းလညော်ထ ်း ညို့ော်  ေော်ထမော််း  ငို့ော် တော် 

(code of conduct) ထ ်းရိှဖခငော််း  ို့ ိို ို့က   ေညော််းလမော််းမ  ်း ိို အ ံို်းဖပျုဖခငော််းဖြငို့ော် အြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းမ  ်း ညော်  ေော်ထမော််းအ ်းလံို်းမှ 

၎ငော််းတိို ို့၏ ကျငဲ့ဝ်တ်နငှို့ော် စံတေော်ြိို်းမ  ်းအတိိုငော််း စွ စွ ပမ ပမ လိို ော်ကလျှ  ော်နိိုငော်ရေော် အကထ  ော်အ ူဖြစော်ကစပေါ ညော်။  

 

က ်းငယော်က   အြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းဖြစော်ကစ၊ က ီ်းမ ်းက   အြွ ွဲ့အစညော််းဖြစော်ကစ စီမံအိုပော်ခ ျုပော်မှုဆိိုငော်ရ  ပိိုမိိုမှု က  ငော််းမွေော်လ ပေါ  

ပိိုမိိုက ီ်းထ ွ်းလ       ရှညော်ရပော်တညော်နိိုငော်က   တိို်းတ ော်မှု နငှို့ော် ကကံဲ့ခ ိုငမ်ှုစွမော််းအ ်းပိိုမိိုရရိှမညော်ဖြစော် ပေါ ညော်။ 

ဤခရီ်းလမော််းတွငော် အကရ်းအက ီ်းဆံို်းမှ  ပထမဆံို်းကဖခလှမော််း ိို လှမော််းရနဖ်ြစော်ပပီ်း သန ငတ်ွငလ်ညြ်ား အဆငို့ော်ဆငို့ော် 

ပိိုမိိုတိို်းတ ော်က  ငော််းမွေော်လ ကစရေော် ဆက်လက်ကဆ ငော်ရွ ော်ဖခငော််းပငော် ဖြစော်ပေါ ညော်။  

 

 ရိီ ေ ို့ော်မွေော် ညော် ဖမေော်မ ေေါရိို ော်တ မ  ်းအငော်စတီ  ျု၏ အမှုကဆ ငော်အရ ရှိခ ျုပော် ဖြစော်ပပီ်း Pegu Partners ၏ Managing 

Partner လညော််း ဖြစော်ပေါ ညော်။  
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MEETING WITH CENTRAL BANK OF MYANMAR 
 

 

 

 

The Chief Executive Officer of the Myanmar Institute of Directors, Daw Thiri Thant Mon, along 

with the Chair of the Board U Aung Zaw Naing and Board Member Daw Khine Khine Nwe paid 

a courtesy visit to the Central Bank of Myanmar on 11th August 2020 in Nay Pyi Taw. The MIoD 

delegation was kindly received by CBM Deputy Governors U Soe Thein and U Soe Min, and 

Deputy Director General Daw Khin Sandar. Discussions centered around the promotion and 

development of Corporate Governance in Myanmar and mutual support and knowledge 

 

 

 

 

  

“ 
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MOU UPDATE 
 

We also signed a number of memorandums of understanding with partner organisations such 

as business chambers to jointly promote corporate governance in Myanmar and also initiated 

regular conversations and collaboration with other institutes of directors in the region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lists of Partners’ Organi ation that signed MOU with MIoD 

No. Partners’ Organization Signed Date 

1 Business Consolidation for Gender Equality (BCGE) 11th November 2020 

2 Myanmar Women Entrepreneurs Network (MyanWEN) 18th November 2020 

3 British Chamber of Commerce Myanmar (BCCM) 1st December 2020 
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Myanmar Institute of Directors Association Incorporated 

Company registration number: 11784493 

 (Incorporated in the Republic of the Union of Myanmar) 

(the “Association”) 

 

Directors Report 

for the year ended 30 September 2020 

 

 

The directors of the Association present this report on the Association for the financial year 

ended 30 September 2020, together with the financial statements and the annual report.   

 

State of the Association’s affairs 

 

The Association continues to meet its objectives outlined in its constitutional documents.  Since 

March 2020, COVID 19 restrictions have impacted the Associations ability to conduct face to 

face training and events.  At the end of the financial year 30 September 2020, the Association 

held cash and cash equivalents equivalent to USD 134,897.83, which will be carried forward 

to fund continuing operations. 

 

Review of operations 

 

The Association’s operations during the year performed as expected in the opinion of the 

directors.  Risks and uncertainties for the association are as follows: 

 

Funding 

The DaNa Facility provides support for MIOD's Secretariat costs, and IFC provides support in 

kind for MIOD's training program.  Support from UKAid and AusAID, through DFID’s DaNa 

Facility was renewed in July 2020 with a cut in the level of funding due to an overall reduction 

in UKAid budgets. The support agreement with IFC was extended until the end of December 

2020, at which time the IFC’s Corporate Governance project for Myanmar comes due for 

review of renewal.  Other actual and potential sources of funding for MIOD's operations are 

revenue from training and membership, events, and sponsorships. The COVID-19 pandemic 

and economic slowdown has impacted on MIOD's ability to run courses and obtain 

sponsorship.  

 

Tax Status 

The tax position of the Association as with other similar associations remain unclear under the 

current tax regime.  The Association faces an outstanding tax demand of MMK 69,925,189 by 

the Inland Revenue Department.  The Association is currently undertaking an appeal process. 
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Significant changes in the state of affairs  

 

In addition to significant change in the Association’s state of affairs due to COVID 19 

restrictions as mentioned above, in July 2020, the Association appointed a new Chief 

Executive Officer. 

 

 

Principal Activities 

 

The principal activities of the Association during the financial year were to carry out and meet 

the objectives of the Association as outlined in its constitutional documents. This included 

carrying out training activities, organizing events for the members and non-members of the 

MIoD in line with the COVID 19 restrictions.  

 

Signed in accordance with a resolution of the directors dated [21st September 2021].                 

 

 

 
Thura Ko Ko 

Vice Chairman 

 

 

Dated this 21st day of September 2021 
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Myanmar Institute of Directors              
 
facebook.com/MyanmarIoD  
LinkedIn.com/company/myanmariod   

Ground floor, Unit 2, Uniteam Office Building 
84 Pan Hlaing Street 
Sanchaung Township 
Yangon, Myanmar 

    info@myanmariod.com 
 

    +95 (9) 400 1514 12, 400 1514 19  
    www.myanmariod.com 

 


